SHERLOCK HOLMES COMICS SERIES
Genre(s):
•
•
•
•

Comics and graphic novels
Detective fiction
Adventure
Historical (19th century)

Keywords:
• Sherlock Holmes
• Crime
• Victorian Era

Audience: suitable for all audiences; fans of comics
Rights sold abroad: Spain

Concept
V. 1: 5 years before the Great War, Sherlock Holmes is sent to Continental Europe to thwart the plot of
England’s future enemy: Wilhelm II.
V. 2: A surprising, yet plausible version of the final events in Sherlock Holmes’ “first life” before his
disappearance in the Reichenbach Falls.
V. 3: After his disappearance in Switzerland and a period of amnesia, Sherlock Holmes regains his mental
faculties in a chilling kidnapping story.
All three albums are the work of two big names in the 9th Art: Roger Seiter’s efficient plotlines pair
perfectly with Giuseppe Manunta’s magnificently cinematographic artwork.

Universe and references
•
•
•
•

22,000 albums sold in France
The novel that inspired volume 1 sold 20,000 copies
In the tradition of the Sherlock Holmes pastiche
The revival of Sherlock Holmes related to Guy Ritchie’s films
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Pitch
V. 1 Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery of Haut-Koenigsbourg: 1909. Europe is afraid a war will break
out and intelligence agencies are wondering why Germany’s Kaiser has been so insistent on rebuilding
the ruins of the Haut-Koenigsbourg castle. In this diplomatic and military game of chess, who is a friend
and who is foe? Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson are back on the job.
V. 2 Sherlock Holmes: Reunion in Strasbourg: Brussels, April, 28 1891. A telegram informs Sherlock
Holmes that Moriarty has set all of Europe’s criminals on his heels. In order to throw them off their trail,
the detective pulls Doctor Watson into the first outbound train. Through plot twists and close calls, we
follow Holmes to the Reichenbach Falls for the final showdown with his mortal enemy… and a pleasant
surprise.
V. 3 Sherlock Holmes and the Jodhpur Enigma: Port-Saïd, April 1892. The Jodhpur liner is on its way to
Bombay with Irene Adler and Sherlock Holmes, who has gradually retrieved his memory after the events
in Reunion in Strasbourg. Irene’s husband disappeared in India several long months ago and the famous
detective has promised to help her find him. Wherever Sherlock Holmes goes, crime and adventure
always follow close behind…

Authors
Roger Seiter, the writer, has been well-known in the comics publishing world since 1994. The Victorian
Era and detective fiction are his specialties.
He was selected at the Angoulême festival in 2012. He wrote the script for the famous Lefranc series
which was published by Casterman. His album The Bird-Man was one of the best-selling comics in 2016.
Selective bibliography
•
•
•
•

FOG (1999-2011), Casterman
Special Branch (2011-2012), Glénat
Cuba libre (Lefranc series, 2014), Casterman
L’homme-oiseau [The Bird-Man] (Lefranc series, 2016), Casterman

Giuseppe Manunta has been drawing comics since the 1990s. Among others, he has worked with
Universo et Trentini and gradually established himself as an author in erotica. He created the
Giunchiglia series, which would later be published in France by Clair de Lune.
Some of his albums have been translated and published in France by Vents d’Ouest, and in the
Netherlands by Penthouse Comics and Heavy Metal. From 2007 to 2008, he worked for the Disney
studio on layouts for the High School Musical series. Since 2013, he has diversified his profile with series
such as Zombie Walk (2 volumes) and Sherlock Holmes (3 volumes).
Selective bibliographie
•
•

Scandales (2012), Tabou
Artemis ½ (2011), Clair de Lune
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Additional information about the series
The project’s history
This comics series started out in 2009 with the publication of J. Fortier’s novel Sherlock Holmes and the
Mystery of Haut-Koenigsbourg. Given the book’s success (20,000 copies sold to date) and the
enthusiasm of France’s Sherlock Holmes Society, Verger Editeur decided to adapt the novel into a comic,
which can be read as a one-shot.
In turn, the comic was extremely well-received by readers and the publisher and artists decided to
produce another album which staged Sherlock Holmes and Watson in a new adventure in Europe.
Volume 2 of the series left Sherlock Holmes alive, but amnesiac. Volume 3 tells of his “return to life” and
to his criminal investigations.
The series’ recipe for success
A healthy dose of research: While preparing these albums, the artists and the publisher visited the HautKoenigsbourg castle and the Reichenbach Falls in Switzerland. They also worked closely with an
exemplary group of scholars.
A cup of love for Conan Doyle’s hero: Created with playful respect for the “canon”, this series has been
hailed by Sherlock Holmes associations and societies.
A pinch of… pastiche: One of the first Sherlock Holmes pastiche-writers was Maurice Leblanc, the
famous creator of Arsène Lupin. Since then, innumerable authors have featured the British detective in
their works. Thanks to amusing situations, witty banter, and hidden graphic elements, humor is
omnipresent in our series. This perfect balance between being serious and being playful has ensured the
series’ success throughout all three albums.

AT A GLANCE
•
•

3 albums, which could be published separately or all together
Format:
o V. 1: 54 pages in color
o V. 2: 54 pages in color
o V. 3: 54 pages in color
o Total: 162 pages in color
• Available material in English: this presentation (including an overview of the work’s
characteristics) and a translated and lettered 15-page excerpt
Worldwide rights (except for Spain) available

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss all offers regarding our rights.
Information regarding the acquisition of our rights: http://verger-editeur.fr/-Foreign-rightsComplete catalog: http://www.verger-editeur.fr/-Catalogue-
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June 10, 1190, Frederick Barbarossa’s immense army is camped on the banks of the Saleph River
in Cilicia… More than a year has gone by since the ruler of the Holy Roman Empire
left Ratisbon to go to the Holy Land…

…but despite a powerful army numbering over a hundred thousand men, this Third Crusade
is making slow progress… The Byzantine Emperor, who sought an alliance with Saladin
to fight the Turks, has done everything in his power to slow down the Germanic troops…

To force the Byzantines to yield and sign a treaty,
Frederick had no choice but to sack Hadrianopolis…
In order to save his empire, Isaac II Angelos eventually
showered the crusaders with gifts…

Have you successfully
fulfilled the mission
I gave you in Hadrianopolis
last winter?
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Rest assured, your Majesty, the
object you entrusted to us
arrived safe and sound.

It’s now safely hidden in your castle in Staufen
and only a handful of your loyal servants
know of its existence.

Never fear, your Majesty… It will be
waiting for you when you return from
this holy expedition.

Perfect!
I trust you…

It must be this heat weighing me down.
Luckily the river is nearby…

I don’t
know why,
but I needed to
hear it from
your lips.

Your Emperor is going to follow
the example of his fellow soldiers…
He’s going for a swim…

Frederick Barbarossa
will never see his
Alsatian castle again…
The old emperor is
seventy years old and
his heart suffers from
the heat…
On June 10, 1190, he
drowns in the Saleph
River’s freezing waters.
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In the 15th century, the imperial castle of Haut-Koenigsbourg has become
a hideout for bandit knights that regularly steal from convoys traveling
through the plains below…

Weary of this extortion, the
Prince-Bishops of Strasbourg
and Basel send a large army
to lay siege to the fortress
in October 1462.

For good measure, the city of Basel
even sent its “Dragon,” the largest
piece of artillery available in all
of the Rhine Valley….

Proof, if any were needed,
of the bishops’ desire to wrest the castle
from the Hohenstein family and reclaim
a stronghold that Imperial forces
should never have lost in the first place.
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April 1909 in the early afternoon… Dr. Watson is on his way
to Victoria Station to greet an old friend…

A few days ago, Sherlock
Holmes sent Watson a note
informing him of his trip
to London and Watson
is thrilled to see him again.

Ever since the famous detective retired to Sussex
to devote his time to beekeeping, they hardly see
each other anymore.

Hello
Watson!

Thank you for coming!
I would’ve felt terribly guilty
about going back to work
without you…

You’re too kind, Holmes!
And I must admit that you’ve piqued
my curiosity…

No time to waste…
He’s meeting us
at the Diogenes Club
at three o’clock.

My brother Mycroft
wants to see me for a sensitive
diplomatic case…
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…and judging from his message,
we’re going to need both of our brains
to solve it.

I don’t believe
I have… What is it?
An abbey?

Have you ever heard
of Haut-Koenigsbourg?

It was in ruins at the time.
Today, the castle has been
completely rebuilt.

One of the many
castles built during
the Middle Ages on the
Alsatian side of the
Vosges Mountains.

Rebuilt?!

We caught a glimpse of it
from the train
between Strasbourg and Basel
when we passed through
nearly twenty years ago.
By Kaiser Wilhelm II, who has been
the owner ever since the city of Selestat
gave it to him in 1899.

Haut-Koenigsbourg is the target of our next
investigation - several European authorities are
concerned about what’s going on at the castle.

I don’t understand, Holmes.
Shouldn’t the fact that
the Emperor bought himself
a castle for his latest
plaything be reassuring?
The inauguration
took place
last year.
The authorities are convinced that the restoration
of Haut-Koenigsbourg is just a cover…
Our French friends are even talking
about a secret weapon.

A secret weapon?
It sounds like something
from out of a novel.
How could you hide a
laboratory or a factory
in a castle?

After all, that would confirm
the German Kaiser’s childish nature…
It sounds just as unlikely to me… But if we’ve learned
one thing over the years, it’s that the unlikely
sometimes turns out to be true.

Mycroft
will be able
to tell us
more…
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The Diogenes Club is one of the most
unusual places in London. Etiquette
demands that its members feign utter
indifference with respect to their fellow
members and observe absolute silence.

The Stranger’s Room is the only exception to this rule.
Sherlock, so lovely to see you!
You’re looking quite well!

Thank you, Mycroft!
I’m glad to see you’re taking
better care of yourself…

A little
dieting
never hurt
you.

How do
you know?
Oh, Sherlock, really!
You noticed the lack
of cake crumbs
on my waistcoat!

But enough chitchat! Seeing as you’ve
already told the Doctor about HautKoenigsbourg, I’ll get straight
to the point.

The French government
has requested our help!
Our allies are concerned.

One of their agents in Alsace
believes that Wilhelm II’s
immense work site at the castle
is military in nature…
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…and that
reconstructing
Haut-Koenigsbourg
is merely a pretense
to conceal the
development of an
innovative weapon
technology!

Is the agent in question
still alive?

Yes, but for his own safety,
he has been asked to step down.
Therein lies the rub, Sherlock…
Sending French agents
to Alsace is very risky.
They are immediately spotted
and shadowed.

We thought
that a pair
of English tourists
might avoid arousing
such suspicion.

Ha! Ha! Ha!
Do you really think
that the arrival
of Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. Watson
will go
unnoticed?

We’ve come up with a plan. It’s public knowledge
that you’ve retired… A retiree who is now passionate
about the reconstruction of Europe’s medieval castles.

You’re currently working on a monograph
on the subject and you’d like to visit
Haut-Koenigsbourg, which has been superbly
rebuilt by Bodo Ebhardt.

Who is Bodo Ebhardt?

The Emperor’s architect
in charge of the restoration
work… A renowned specialist
in German and Italian castles.

Here’s a memorandum summarizing
everything we know about the case… It also provides
the French agent’s address and a large sum of money.

He regularly returns to HautKoenigsbourg for the finishing
touches… He happens to be there now.
To make the story
more credible, you’ll visit
Pierrefonds first, a castle
rebuilt by Viollet-le-Duc
for Napoleon III.

Not to worry, Sherlock, you won’t be ruining
the British Crown… The French Minister
of Foreign Affairs is financing this operation!

The money
won’t be
necessary.
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A few days later in France,
near the Château de Pierrefonds…

What a remarkable
feat, Holmes!
I’ll make a few sketches… They could come in handy
to justify our mission in Alsace.

Don’t look now,
Watson, but we’re
being followed.

I’ve just spotted
two silhouettes behind
that grove of trees
on our left…

Are you sure?
Absolutely! In fact,
they’ve been spying
on us for several days
now…

And you didn’t think to tell me?

It was deliberate!
We must act
totally unaware…
Remember,
we are not
investigating a crime
or a criminal…

…we are merely
researching
recently rebuilt
medieval castles…
We therefore have
no reason
to think
we may be followed.

Could it be
a routine procedure?
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It could… Two British subjects on the mainland…
In these troubled times, that may be enough
to arouse suspicion…
The best course
of action
is to continue
playing along…

Strasbourg, May 1909…

Look, Watson!
We’re already at the heart
of our subject.
In the 12th century, Frederick Barbarossa was one
of the first owners of Haut-Koenigsbourg…

And that’s Wilhelm I
who came to Strasbourg
after the last war…
He’s the current emperor’s
grandfather…

The Englischer Hof!
Here we are, Watson!
First thing tomorrow,
we’ll go to the university
to meet Professor
Muller…

According to the
Royal Historical
and Archeological
Society, he’s a great
specialist
on the castle.
Talking to him
should prove
highly interesting…
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The next morning…

Mr. Holmes… Dr. Watson… It’s an honor
to welcome you to my humble office…
I’m one your readers, Doctor,
and I follow Mr. Holmes’ exploits with great interest…

But I must admit that I’m
surprised that you’ve left
behind Baker Street and
London’s crime scene
to research medieval
fortified castles.

Retired?
But you’re still so young!

I’ve exhausted all leads
in the crime department
and I’m looking for new,
unknown territories
to explore…

To be honest, we no longer live
at Baker Street, Professor…
Dr. Watson has remarried
and I’m now retired…

Hence your interest
in castles?

Precisely, Professor! And especially in this current
trend of rebuilding them exactly as they were before…

Speaking of which,
what do you think of
Haut-Koenigsbourg?

As you know, gentlemen,
that is a very controversial subject
here. Some think that Bodo Ebhardt
was right and that he has done
good work…
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I’m not so sure about that!
The architects often take
the opportunity to reinvent
the idealized Middle Ages
of their childhood instead of being
historically accurate…

…others think it’s ridiculous
and make fun of the project,
accusing him of deforming
History…

And what do you think,
Professor?

How can you? Is it better to leave
two old stones sitting side by side?

Oh, I’m rather pragmatic and
therefore neutral, gentlemen.

Or, if you’re sure that one
used to sit on top of
the other, should you
restack them? What is
the best approach?

So you refuse
to take sides?

An old drawing of the castle?
How did it contribute to the controversy?

Look! This is the latest episode in the
Haut-Koenigsbourg controversy…

Last year,
a publisher called
Heitz printed
this engraving… And
I assure you that
it was very widely
circulated.
The keep, gentlemen! It is as round as a barrel
while Ebhardt built a square keep…

The press had a field day… Just think, the Prussians click their
heels and decree a square keep when it was actually round!

The engraving is a fake. Either that,
or it’s of a different castle.

Was that the case?

But it embodies the
squabbling surrounding
Haut-Koenigsbourg.

To be honest, I think
that Ebhardt was right
and the keep was square.
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You know that structure well.
Do you get the feeling that its reconstruction
might have another purpose other than
resurrecting an old castle?

His Reich is the rebirth
of the Holy Roman
Empire.

Haut-Koenigsbourg marks
its westernmost point, as does
the Marienberg Fortress
in the East.

I understand all that…
But what about some other
objective… A military
mission, for example?
Military?
You must be kidding! I can’t
imagine Haut-Koenigsbourg’s
decorative canons threatening
France or England!

So the castle harbors
no secrets? No long-range
artillery weapons? No poison
gas factory or mad scientist
developing some diabolical
weapon in the dungeon?

Of course! For the Emperor,
it’s a way to show that he is
the successor of the Hohenstaufens
and the Habsbourgs.

Nothing like that, Mr. Homes… Just a big castle
full of old antiques that’s hard to heat.

Thank you, Professor…
I understand that you know
Bodo Ebhardt quite well and
I know that he holds you
in high regard…

That won’t be necessary… I saw him
at a reception a few days ago
and he knows about your trip.

Would a letter
of introduction
be too much to ask?
He’s expecting you the day after tomorrow
at the castle and will give you the complete tour…
You’ll see, his work is quite impressive.
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You didn’t exactly beat about the bush in there…
Was it wise to ask about military secrets?

We have nothing to fear from Professor Muller…
He’s a pro-French Alsatian,
even if he doesn’t show it.

Didn’t you notice the books
by Hansi on his shelves?
Not to mention
the newspapers.

Yes, two stacks under the window…
He receives the Stassburger Post,
a pro-German publication, probably
because of the university,
but he doesn’t touch it.
The proof being
that the stack
is impeccably tidy.

On the other hand,
he reads the
Illustrated Alsatian
Review, known for its
French sympathies…
And despite his best
efforts, that stack is
distinctly messier.

The newspapers?

Professor Muller won’t betray us… If he
suspects anything about the true nature
of our trip, he’ll keep it to himself.

Look, Watson,
there’s Goethe.

And he’ll revel
in it.

Let’s find a bite to eat… All this talk
of history is making me hungry!
He spent a few years
in Strasbourg during
his studies.
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The next morning, Holmes
and Watson head to Selestat.
Mycroft has arranged a
meeting with the French
secret service agent
who runs a store in town.

Look, Watson, there’s
Haut-Koenigsbourg!

Rather a good
location, isn’t it?

It overlooks the
entire landscape,
even if that doesn’t
have much strategic
value anymore in
our era of modern
artillery.

According to Professor Muller,
it’s now just a destination
and no longer
a military vantage point.

In any case, if we’re still being watched, they’re not
in this train… Maybe another team is in place awaiting
our arrival?

Do you really think they find our interest
in Haut-Koenigsbourg suspicious?
Most likely! And if they have contacts
in the Foreign Office,
our investigation may become
even more complicated…

I hope that you brought along
your old service revolver? I’d hate
to be responsible for tearing you away
from your home and your patients
only to put you at risk!

It could even become
dangerous…

Don’t worry,
I’ll be able to defend
myself.
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Good! Let’s go find
our hat maker… I’m sure that
he’ll have lots of interesting
information for us…

Have you ever considered
wearing a cap like that?
There’s
our man’s store!

I don’t recall
ever wearing one…

It looks too much like
a hunting hat for a man
of my bearing.

Meine Herren ?

That’s me!
How may I be of service?

Mr. Nonnenmacher?

They… They mustn’t see you
in the store… I’d be happy
to tell you what I know,
but not here…

Fine! Tell us when
and where.

This afternoon
at the Humanist
Library!
The director
is a friend…
We’ll be able to talk
freely there.

But you should
buy something
to avoid arousing
suspicion… I have
good reason to think
that they’re
watching me.

I’m Sherlock Holmes
and this is Dr. Watson…
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